


Cold 
Wet
Normal day
Cloudy
Boat is the only colour in scene
Very industrials
Mix of industry and nature
Dirty
Grey
Height and depth
Detailed architecture 
Stone work
Metal
Force
Water

What’s on the boat?
Where’s the boat going?
Who’s on the boat?

Dark
Cold
Creepy
Abandoned
Concrete
Rusty
Shadows
Depth
Damp
Old
Untold story
Black and white
Limited light
Never ending
Arched
Warning

Why is is abandnoed?
Was is even used?
How far underground?
When was this place built?
What’s the future for this place?

Nature
Old
Mystical
Green
Grey
Death
Over grown
Pure
Tall
Withered
Eetrie 
Angular 
Mossy
Wise
Deformed 

Is this tree the last of it’s kind?
Is it dying?
What time of year is it?

Genre’s
Apocalypse

The world as we know it has 
come to a stop and this could 
be one of the levels which the 
player has to navigate. The boat 
could be the focus point of the 
level.

Escape
The escapist could of jumped 
onto the boat and is using it 
escape the area or even the 
counrty.

Horror
The player will be a member f 
crew trapped on the boat with 
a monster picking them off one 
by one.

Genre’s
Survival

Nuclear war has ravaged the 
land and the few survivor have 
moved underground to fight 
the horrors of what is to come.

Adventure
The a person has fallen through 
a portal and ended up in an 
abandoned tube station on 
Earth.

Horror 
Scheduled to be destroyed, you 
find yourself trapped in the 
abandoned tube station but 
current events have awoken 
an evil within. You’ll have to 
escape the station before either 
the monster or the explosives 
get you

Genre’s
Fantasy

A ancient mage has concealed 
themselves within the tree 
and now they have broken 
free. You’ll be playing as this       
character set on fixing the dying 
world.

Platform
Each level is a different branch, 
by jumping from one branch 
to the next is how you proceed 
through the game. 

Boat Tube Station Kapok

Mind Mapping



Linear Branacing Emergent

Mind Mapping



Game Play or Narritive



Story Board



Story Chart
INTRO

Small intro and back-story of how to world came 
to be and some simple lore on the base charac-
ters. However this story will be false and the true 
tell will be told through-out the game.

CONTINUE
Your walking through the castle until you see a 
flash of light fill the corridor. As you approach 
the door you see her standing in front of her 
mirror, her hands in a clasping pose and images 
of people suffering reflected back on the mirror.

PUSH OUT OF WINDOW

You catch her off guard and she stubbles to fall 
out the window, as she fall from the tower the 
mirrors surface turns to and shows you pushing 
her out of the window over and over again.

PUSH HER INTO MIRROR

Your mother does not shatter the mirror but fall 
through it. The surface engulfing her until she 
fades out. When you back at the mirror  you see 
your mother staring back at you.

WALK TOWARDS MIRROR

You gaze into the mirror and see your 
mother looking at you, a smile on her face 
and she disappears.

RUN

You run out until you reach your room where 
you curl up in your bed. You are then faced with 
a chose.

BREAK MIRROR

You pick up the fire poker and run at the mirror 
the surface shatters. But when you close you eyes 
your back in front of the mirror and the poker is 
still hung on the wall.

RUN AWAY

You gather your things and set off, you know 
a secret passage but your mother had recently 
posted guard there.

SECRET EXIT

Luckily the guards aren’t there and you pass 
through secret door and find yourself out in the 
forest Harmonia forest.

USE THE MAIN GATE

When on your way out a guard places a hand on 
your shoulder. I watched how you pushed your 
mother <<into the mirror\out of the window>>
You have two choices...

BREAK 
MIRROR

PLACE HANDS ON MIRROR
When you touch the mirrors surface and it 
changes to the kitchen, when you touch the 
reflection of the chef she breaks down in pain 
on to the floor and when you lift off she stops 
shaking and trys to stand up.

SEE WHAT ELSE YOU CAN DO
You swipe left on the mirror and an image of 
your mother <<on the floor\in the mirror>> 
appears on the mirror. When you touch her re-
flection her body begins to float. <<some guards 
appear and you hear them shout below>>

BREAK 
MIRROR

BEGIN 
NEW LIFE

WIPE MEMORY

The guard was the court wizard who takes you 
the to the laboratories, placing a gem on a focus-
ing devise the memories are exacted.

CASTLE PRISON 

You are dragged kicking and screaming in to the 
highest tower of the castle and sealed with in.

12 YEARS LATER
<<NEW LIFE>>
You live away from the troubles of the world. Segregated 
and alone you build a new life in the Harmonia forest of 
and hope the world forgets you.
<<WIPE MEMORY>>
The next 12 years of your life are a lie, you ascend to be the 
queen but with no knowledge of the past. You watched the 
empire, and the world around you, fall apart.
<<CASTLE PRISON>>
You look out over the vast empire which was once soon 
to be yours and watch it decay. The court wizard rules the 
land but with few follower the wizard has little power over 
the people.

WOKEN
<<NEW LIFE>>
You are woken to screaming dense smoke, the forest was a 
blaze. 
<<WIPE MEMORY>>
While walking through the corridors you feel a urge to 
gaze into your necklace, the gem smooth and rounded. You 
wonder where and how you got this and when you even 
put it on. Your urge of interest turn to destruction and you 
shatter the gem.
<<CASTLE PRISON>>
The castle floors tremble. You look out the window to the 
earth around the castle opening and fire emerging from the 
abyss below. Smoke bellows up the castle walls and 

MEMORY
The smoke fills your memory of the past you 
forgot<<Memory Wipe>>, the feeling of being 
trapped by smoke reminds you of when you 
kill your mother. The feeling of being unable to 
escape. You hear a scream in the distance.

REMEMBER
The remembrance of your past makes you col-
lapse to the floor in a panic

BREAK DOWN THE PRISON DOOR
In the sudden chaos you notice that the barrier 
around the prison door had broken. You prepare 
a small spell you open the door but it opens 
from the other side. The court wizard, old and 
frail, stands in the door way holding out a hand.

RETURN TO THE CASTLE

<<CASTLE PRISON>>

<<NEW 
LIFE>>

Alfheim

FIND THE WHO’S SCREAMING
The screaming seems to be everywhere

<<Memory Wipe>>



Mood Board


